One great gain from increased familiarity with modern Arabic literature will be a widened perception of the accuracy and adequacy with which literature responds to and interp~ets the successive phases of human experience in a rapidly changing society.
The novel, short story, and essay, unlike poetry, arevery recent developments in Arabic literary expression. These new mediums are largely the product of the modernization or
Westernization that had begun some sixty or seventy-five years earlier.
Their first proponents were, in the main, young emigrants who suddenly found themselves facing the modern ways of Europe and America.
In America, a handful of Lebanese and Syrian men formed a literary circle called "The Pen League." Among them were Ameen Rihani, Gibran Khalil Gibran, and Mikhail Naima. They gathered in one place at the same time to "deliver a message that was due to be delivered and they were equipped to do it. " Before there could be a modern Arab short fiction, changes were required for the transition from old ... style anecdotal literature to the European style short story.. The fundamental change, among others, was in language and style-simplification, and the curtailing of rhetorical devices and rare words to ensure that incident, atmosphere and characterization took. At the end of the story, while not pretending that such an incident could reform a miser, the author hints that it did start a steady improvement. For in the future, whenever the wife wishes to get around her husband, she uses the expression "you gave me from the wrong pocket.n Apparently, it is a neat little story. The moral purpose is dis tinct -it is a warning to husbands not to be niggardly to their wives, showing them that generosity will improve the home atmosphere. Evidently al ... Bustani's pioneering with such subjects as abused family authority and troubled domestic
relations suggested a direction for Mikhail Naima. As will be seen in the next chapter, Naima's story al-Aqir examines a family problem from the woman's point of view.
Pernaps the most sophisticated short stories in terms of themes were written by Gibran Khalil Gibran. Yes, the mother's prayers were answered at last, and Jamila was pregnant that year. Everything changed back to normal again. Aziz resumed calling his wife my "ewe," but Jamila did not call him my "lamb" anymore.
Aziz was the best young man in town again. He abandoned drinking, smoking, and swearing. His face was happy again.
Everyone in the village came to congratulate his mother on the expected grandson.
Aziz did not notice the change in his wife's personality.
He was too happy to pay attention to such a thing. Her smile was lost forever and her expressions symbolized a hidden mystery. She became pale and always frowned. But the mother assured her son that these were symptoms of pregnancy.
But Jamila was feeling lonely within herself. She reassessed her life and its meaning every time she felt lonely. She asked herself questions but found no answers. * * * * *
The tenth of May, 1911 was the most beautiful day of that spring. It was sunset when Aziz came home as usual and asked his mother about Jamila. She told him that she had gone for a walk an hour ago and had not returned yet! . . . then she added that Jamila was probably visiting with some neighbors.
Aziz did not seem to be convinced because he knew that his wife was avoiding people lately. He went into her bedroom to see whether she had worn a formal or a casual dress. But he was shocked when he saw that her room was messy. While he was standing in the middle of the room wondering where she might be, he saw a folded sheet of paper on the vanity. He unfolded it and read: "You will find me under the holm oakJamila."
As soon as Aziz read these words he dashed out as fast as light. He knew that holm oak. He knew each branch in it. It was the same tree under which he used to court Jamila.
It was the oldest tree in the whole region located on a hill with a narrow stream edging it.
When he reached the tree Aziz stood motionless as if he was stunned.
"My'ewe'! My 'ewe'! "• he shouted at his wife who was lying on her right side on the ground. She had her white wedding dress on. Her carnelian hair was hanging down over her left shoulder. Her fingers were pressed to her right cheek.
"Jamila! Jamila!" he cried frantically, but Jamila did not reply. He bent over her with the faint hope that she was asleep. He took her head in his hands and instantly dropped it and retreated with a shriek. Alas! The "ewe" was a corpse.
When he regained his senses, Aziz approached the corpse again as he caught a glimpse of the wedding picture in her left hand. He found a paper tossed on the grass near her as if she had been trying to tear it into pieces but was pre- The first wound in my heart was when I realized that you loved me not for my own self but as a future mother for your children. You loved me as a female who would increase the population of this earth with your descendants before you die ..
That was natural as far as you were concerned, But to me it was more bitter than death~ When I realized that I had no value to you beyond being a baby machine I favored death. Its little heart will stop beating when its mother's heart does. Who is its father? Do you really care?
"It is enough for you to know that it is not your child;
it might give youF pleasure to know that I die with it.
"Remember, Aziz, you are the sterile one, not I.
" Women's rights are being recognized in modern Arab culture very slowly, but at least there is a promising victory after the long-standing misconception that the battle will never be fought. What remains is the tedious effort necessary to widen and deepen the scope of female freedom.
Time and technology will, one hopes, take care of this.
